
$50,000 - Ben Mar, 
MLS® #JT24043607

$50,000
 Bedroom,  Bathroom, 217,800 sqft
Lot / Land on 5 Acres

Highlands, , CA

Now here is a GREAT PRICE REDUCTION.
Come and have a look and then Talk about
the end of the road, this is literally it and it is
beautiful among the Pinon and Juniper Pines,
nestled across the highway to the Sand to
Snow Monument and among the grazing long
horn sheep and deer. This is as about as rural
and quiet as it gets but also neighboring
homes, cabins and the occasional Airbnb. The
parcels are large, so hiking would be
necessary to borrow a cup of sugar. Buyer to
investigate the road to the property as there
are shared gates and chains across lots,
homes and neighboring parcels. The location
is a bit under 2 miles up a dirt road, but the
views can not be beat. Take a ride, enjoy the
solitude of this special area.

Additional Information

County San Bernardino

Zip 92284

MLS® # JT24043607

Square Ft 217,800

Lot Size 5.00

Neighborhood YUCCA VALLEY (92284)

Listing Details

Provided By: Sharon Rose Realty, Inc.
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